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combination of concepts--sampIe computer search strategies are
provided. The major concern about teaching and online searching is
that students will not learn how to -do literature searching nor learn
about the major sources in the field. Researchers, both
traditionalists and behavioralists, will benefit from the advantages
discussed in the first section of the paper. (RM)
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INTRODUCTION

in various

automated circulation

stages of computerization with

bibliographic

databases.

online
the

to date,

service,

reference

In

and

catalogs,

online

systems,

acquisition

systems,

Libraries are

enormously.

Computers have affected libraries

largest impact has been from the bibliographic databases.
of

characteristics

the

With

deals

paper

This

online

bibliographic databases, with databases in political science, and
-

databases

on

discussed,

and

and research

teaching
such

science

is

selection

of

political

in

critical

costs;

issues as

impact of these

The

from these databases.

with sample searches

.

materials, and document delivery are considered.

The

focus

databases

computerized

on

is

which

emphAS:tze

periodical articles; government documents; conference papers; and
other material;
vendors;

The

Services; Inc.

are provided

These databases
three

vendors

largest

(DIALOG), Bibliographiic

and System Development Corporation
databases available online
Affairs- Information

are

to libraries

DIALOG

by

Information

RetrieVAI Service (BRS),

(SDC).

The political science

include such standard ones

as Public

States

Political

Service

(PAIS),

and

Social

United

Science Citation

Index

Science

Documents (USPSD),

(SSCI).

For the most part the online databases are equivalent to

the print source with some significant differences.
The

capability

to

search

these

databases

online

or

interactively has significant advantagesi over searching by hand.

The advantages include:

COMBINATION OF CONCEPTS: Multiple ideas can be linked via
the research

If

computer.

the

all key terms can be

stands on arms shipments to Israel,

Boolenan operators to

joined using

Congress

is how

topic

the most

search for

relevant articles.

search PAIS

took less

it

For example;

time.

in a

can be accomplished

SPEED: Searching

from 1976 to the

much shorter

than A minutes

to

human rights

present on a

.1

topic.

can be

collections of materials

COMPREHENSIVENESS: Huge

scanned because of the computer's speed.

MULTIPLE DATABASE SEARCHING: Ability

to search different

but related files.

FREE-TEXT VOCABULARY:
by means

searched

imposed by the
most

cases, searchers

bookS.

.In the online

are

given

environment, in
using

of

the option

normally occur in titles
usually means

This

are

headings which

standardized

indeke:_;.

suarch terms which
and

of

only be

indexes can

Often, print

of articles

that currently

popular

topics can be searched with much greater ease.

CURRENCY :
usually

The databases

ahead

databases,

their

of

e.g,, Newsearch,

are updated
print

regularly and

counterparts.

exist to

provide the

are

Some
most

current information possible and are updated daily.

CURRENT AWARENESS
printouts of-

on

SERVICE: A researcher can
hiS/her topic

get monthly

without having

search ::.he indexes laboriously.

DOCUMENT

DELIVERY

Although

online.

Documents

SERVICE:

this service is

be

can

expensive, it

ordered

may be

the best solution in terms of obtaining needed documents.

CONVENIENCE :

Searching

can

done

be

anywhere

with

terminal, Password, modem, and a phone.*
The disadvantage of searching databases online indlude
cost from $25

COST: Databases
searching.
the

Libraries

usually recotl$r

individuals.

may

Users

telecommunications costs.

practices

searching is

vary

connect hour

these costs

also

libraries may

these costs.

but

the

fact

more expensive than manual

from

charged

be

In some cases,

pick up certain percentage
thesq

to $120 per

is

In any case,

that .online

searching.

But

so.

it is

time

a tradeoff,

saved

may

i.e., the ease

compensate

for

of searching
the

costs

and the

of

online

searching.

BACK FILES: Most databases only go
the 1960's

and many

examplej DAIS only

are much less retrospective.
goes back to 1976.

passes, this factor may
for

example,

back fb the middle of

However, as time

become less important.

Comprehensive

available from 1861 to the

For-

Dissertation

Already,
Index

is

present and the Philosopher s

*Ryan E. Hoover. The Library and Information Manage '-s Guide to
Online
Services.
White Plains,
NY:
Knowledge
Industry
Publications,
1980, p.19;
and Allen Kent:
"The Potential of
On-Line Information Systems" in Allen Kent and Thomas J.
Galvin.
The Online Revolution in Libraries: Proceedings of' the 1977
Conference in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania:
York, NY: Marcel
Dekker, 1978, p.22.

Index

researchers

the

1940

from

are mce

in current

inter,:ted

than in older literaturz..

Further;

present.

many

literature

Again, this factor may be more

important dian the unavailability of retrospective files.

EQUIPMENT

PROBLEMS: Sometim6S

terminals;

and

often

there

telecommunication

are

there

with

are problems

problems;

Since

SERENDIPITY :

do .not

searchers

tend

to

browse

online; because of costs, serendipity may often be lost.*

SPECIFIC DATABASES:
bibliographic databases which will

There are many

This section divides

to political scientists and their students.
some

of

these

categories used

databases

categories.

applicable

into

The

Discipline; Related

as a

are Political Science

be useful

.bisciplines; Documents; Legislative; Judicial, and Administrative
Databases;

Databases;

Popular

Databaada.

Information .on the

atalogS

of

DIALOG,

SDC,

Numeric

DatabaSeS;

databases was
and

BRS,

ComputerReadable Databases hy,Martha E.

as

and

derived from
well

as

Book
the
from

Williams.**

"Computer Databases in
*Maureen Pastine and Laura OSegteda.
and Scholars of
for
Teachers
Academic Libraries: Implications
at
the
Modern Language
presented
Languagl and Literature." Paper
Angeles,
December
28, 1982.
Association fnnual Convention, Los
Williams, Laurence Lannom, and Carolyn G. Robins.
A Directory and Data Sourcebook
Computer - Readable Databases
Washington,DC: American Society for Information Science, 1982.
**Martha E.

.

POLITICAL SCIENCE AS A DISCIPLINE:
They

The major databaseS in this category are familiar ones.

Affairs Information SerViCe International hiCh

include Public

conuains references to the Bulletin from '1976 to the present and
alSo

from

Social

index

Foreign Language

SciSearch Which

1972 to

from

online name

is the

present:

the

Science

for Social

Political Science Documents are

Citation Index and United States

the other two major discipline-related databases.

RELATED DISCIPLINES:
fields include America: History

DatabaSeS in closely related
Life

and

databaSeS

Historical

and

in criminal

1975.

Psychological Abstracts

a

in machine-readable
and

number
Justice

the Criminal

justice 'including

which has been

Periodical Index

There .are

Abstracts.

form since

Sociological Abstracts

are

available online, as are a number of management databases.

DOCUMENTS
Bibliographic

control

in

of

the area

federal

government

the last fifteen years.

documents has increased substantially in

Much of the improvement has been due to the publishing efforts of
Congressional
Information

CongresSionAl

Informatio.t

Service's

Service.

and

Index,

American

Statistics

covering the statistical publications:
are

available online.

Congressional

the

both

publications

publications,

Of

covering
Index,

of the federal government,

Access t documents will

to even

more

4

Statistical

Service's

Congrestional Information

when

enhanced

_

International StatisU.cs, which just

Reference Index and Index t
started publication,

become available online.

Monthly

United States

online

of

cLILEllag

with

records

(PRF) available online.
by

made the

has also

Printing Office

the National

Government

back to

going

1976

and

is

Governnent

the

File

technical reports published

Information

covers literature back to 1964.

Publications

Publications Reference

The index.t

Technical

addition, the

In

Service is

online

and

.

LEGISLATIVE, JUDICIAL, 1ND ADMINISTRATIVE DATABASES
Some of

resources.

legal

There is a

decisions online.

DIALOG plans

to bring

offer

full-text of

database called

up.a

court

Federal Register
regulations,

to administrative

provides access

Abstracts which
and

and WESTLAW

LEXIS

are for

useful databases

the most, interesting and

database called

Congressional

Record Abstracts.

For articLes in law journals Lev]. Resource Index is produced
by Information Access Corporation (IAC).
to 1980, but

The file only goes back.
.aw- related articles from

it includes citations to

IAC's databaSes for magazine and newspaper articles.

Information on pending

legislation and its status

print sources at

easy to

get in

nearly

impossible

to

machine-readable databases

find

the federal

for

have been

various

is fairly

level, but

states.*

produced which

it is

Several
do incli le

Johnson, Reference Use of State Government Information
*Nancy P.
in taw Libraries. Government Publications Review 10(March-April
1983)208.

marketed

tEGI-SLATE

is

example

Ah

libraries.

to

typically

are not

of these

Some

bills.

on state

information

which

is

_

LEGI-SLATE includes bills for'the

Sharp.

available through I.P.

_

United States

Clearing House

Commerce

and Texas.

has recently

t,

made available

Legislative

Electronic

Search Service

its

law librarids,

especially to

to jibraties,

contains

ELSS

(ELSS).

fifty states.
information on federal bills and bills from all

is available but

this database

access to

frequently.

and it is updated

includes bill histories,

is very expensive; it

surprisingly, the databaFte

Subject

Not

use.

awkward to

It

costs $190 per

)

connect hour or over $3.00 per minute.

which provides information

Another very intereSting'database
not easily available before is
U.S.

Congress

roil calls

to the

present;

including

record of

Session

Votes.

It contains the "complete

from 96th

Congress, First

dates, procedures,

titles,

Subject terms, and totals."*
I

POPULAR DATABASES
7

These databases provide access,

to magazines

and are extremely. useful for current events

serve to

supplement PAIS.

databases

are

Newsearch all

Three

and newspapei

They

and politics.

of the most' important Aular

Magazine 'Index; National

Newspaper

produced by Information Access

Index;

and

Corporation (IAC).
_

Magazine

Index covers

370

magazines .while National. Newspaper

York Times,
Index covers The Chr4stlan Science Monitor, The New

*Williams,

and

The

Wall

Magazine

Street

Index,

Databases.

It

yesterday's

news,

and

National Newspaper
updated

is-

Newsearch

Jot:rnal.

Never

daily

befoie

so

Was

is

Index
it:

the 4date

for

other

IAC

and

literally

covers

access

there subject

to

,yesterdays stories,
Other popular databases include
ten newspapers such

as the_San Francisco

Tribune, and the Denver Post.
Newspapers.

The

Newspaper Index which covers
Chronicle, the Chicago

It also includes an Index to Black

New York Times

Information Bank, which

is: now

marketed by Mead Patai'and UPI News also fall into this category.

NUMERIC DATABASES
Many political scientists are
for

their reseaLch.

These

dealing with numeric databases

databases

available; such as the censils. tapes,

has created !on his /her own.

may be

those generally

or, ones that thp researcher
/

Numeric databases are

outside the
2

scope of

this papery but libraries

responcibility to

list and

are,becOming aware

house these

files.

There

of their
are many

Well known archive s for the numeric flies; the most important for
Political

science

is

the

Inter= iniversity

Consortium

for

Political and Social. Research (ICIJSR).*

Vavra and
*Janet K.
Erik W.
Austih,
"Inter-University
Consortium for Political and Social Research: A Social Science
Data Archive Shaped by User Environments" in Joseph Raben and
Gregory Marks, eds.
Data Bases in the Humanitiessand Social
Sc_iences New York:
NoTth-Holland
Publishing Company, 1980.
Pp.9-13.

BOOK DATABASE
DATABASES

Probably the biggest database in this category is the defacto
cataloging

national

system,

OCLC, which. is

Columbus, Ohio. This database'nclUdes
t-

articles in

tatiridividual

in

nine million records for

books, monograph , serials, and periodicals.
citations

headquartered

It does not include

periodicals

the

nor does

B

at this

system,

points are

allow lor subject

point',

by author,

searching.

title, and corporate

Access

entity.

OCLC

its use

in library

technical procesSing., 'it is a' pdwerfdl resource for

known item

tremondous resource.for libraries.

searching and
similar system
which,

for identifying which libraries

own an

is Research Libraries Informition

is operated

Stanford.

Besides

by the

University.

Research Libraries

RUN,

item.

A

Network (RLIN)

Group located
consists

OCLC

like

is .a

at

of

machine-readable catalog records and, unlike OCLC, allows subject
RLIN's

Searching.
example,

material.

by

purpose is to

including greater

DIALOG provides

serve research
number

access

of

libraries, for

foreign

language

another type of

to

book

database which is Books in Print.

SAMPLE SEARCHES
- The purpose

major

of this

capabilities of. online

important capability

demdnstrate some

section is to

searching

Is the searcher's

10

The first

and

ability to search

of the
most
for h

,

combination of concepts.

of human rights and foreign

For this sample search the topic

This topic

PAIS.

which seemed most appropriate was

The database

policy was used.

can

be expressed

as

combination of

a

two

When entered into the

concepts: human rights and foreign policy.

system, the searcher's query looked like this:

File 49: PAIS International - 76-83
?ss human (w) right? and foreign (w) polic???
Set

Items

1

708
839
40

2

3

The

for

human (w) right?
foreign (w) polic???
2 and 3

computer showed

keyword 'human' and
right or

there were 839

there were

that

occur adjacent

to

side:

there were

only 40 citations in

keywords described above

whose first

each other.

Similarly,

This

policy.

is an

AND which

Boolean operator
the OR

excellent

is

of course,

human rights and

example of

the use

of a

search.

limits the output

operator, which

and the

combinations of

which both the

deal with the twin concepts of

are expected to

five

Set number 3 'shows that

These 40 citations,

occur.

the

(which stands_

citations in which the keyword :foreign

'polic' occur side by

contrast,

citations where

other term

for some

root Word

foreign

708

the truncated keyword 'right'

rights or

are right)

letters

Description

shown in

example

a later

expands, the search.

Before the

'not provide

advent of machine-readable data;

subject or

any other

11

libraries could

kind of .access to

2

extremely

databaSeS is

One of

been made.

improvements have

but significant
j.nteresting

done away-with. all time-lags,

Computers have nor

months behind.

indexing lagged two to three

.The best current

current material.

NewSearch which

contains

the most

45 days

of

political topics this
material and is updated daily.. For current
_

$

provides dfivaluable

database

informaticin.

For

example,

Which is currentlyin vogue.
phrase 'gender gap' is a phrase
for this subject using
can search the NewSearch database

the

One
the

following strategy:,

File 211: NewSear46
?s gender (w) gap
.

Set

Items

1

6

_

Decription
gender (w) gap

articles which used the phraSe gender gap.
The computer found six
toward PreSident Reagan and
I was interested in women s attitudes
Most of the Citations were
to, vote.
how women an.t redicte
Washington Post on the women's
relevant inclUding One in the
and the
Jiily 9; 1983;
pclitical caucus meeting.* It's date was
One ,citation; hoWever,
1983.
search was done on July 18;
It Was on
searching;
exemplifies the problem caused by- keyword
.

/

,

singles**
the great Atherican gender gap fok
When an alternate

search strategy was used

the results were

with the Geneder. Gapl
"Getting Tough
*Elizabeth Bumiller;
Women's
Political Caucus."
Candid4Xes, Courtship and Clout at the
Washington Post July 9, 1983, p.C1,co1.52
Gender gap."
SingleS: The Great American
**Ann Corbett;
Washington Post July 14, 1983, p.F5, col.1.
l2

Muth

search

betters The

women,' and 'female;

was done

the terms

using

The online search strategy was

(Reagan) and (wom?n or female?)
This strategy retrieved 2.8 citations or "hits.

Searching related databases is one of the major advantages of

Ta

computer. searching;

illustrate

Almost 30

point, a

search

as

and attitudes in p___Itsh5ligaisli.

conducted on political alienation
Abst-racts.

this

relevant* items

were found,

and most

thgse were not in journals which are indexed in political science
sources;

For

instance, there

Social Psychology,
Research;

An

the Gerontologist,

example

in the

Journal of

and Soclology

and Social

were articles

interesting

fol lowing.:

1-Q

citation

is

the

4

65=12564 Vol No: 65 Abstract No: 12564
_ THE MOTIVATION AND POLITICAL ALIENTATION OF OLDER
AMERICANS.

Cox, Harold
Indiana State U, Terre Haute
International Journal of Aging & Human Development 1980
Vol 11(1) 1=12 CODEN: IJADDT ISSN: 00914150
Language: ENGLISH Document Type: JOURNAL ARTICLE
-Examined the relationship between the personal motivation
(whether internally or externally oriented) and the feeling
of political incapalsility_, political discontentment,
and anomie among 152 55-102 yr old individuals., ...

Descriptors: AGED, MIDDLE AGED, MOTIVATION, INTERNAL
EXTERNAL LOCUS OF CONTROL, POLITICAL ATTITUDES, ANOMIE
Identifiers: intehial vs external locus of control,
political incapability & discontentment & anomie, 55-102 yr
(
olds
Section Headings: 2840 (PSYCHOLOGICAL & PERSONALITY
DEVELOPMENT)

V

A second example

databases used the

of searching in related

topic bf the corporate influence

action committees.

on

strategy was develOped.
Using PATS; the followingFile: 49'PAIS International
(w) committee? and (business?
?Ss political (W) action
compan?)
or corporation? or

Description

IteMS,

Set

.political (w) action
busineSS?
corporation?
.compan?
1 and (2 or 3 or 4)

57
10141

3952
3173

3
4
5

The

27

27

citations

found 'in PALS

strategy was 'saved,
Soc- iological Abstracts.

and,

were

without

(-

relevant;

retyping,

The same proceSS

committee

was

search'

The

input

into

could be repeated with

databases.
business and other relevant

RESEARCH
THE IMPACT ON TEACHING AND
are in fairly
databases and online searching
Machine-readable
still be many changes
although.there will
sophisticated stages
and
time for librarians
definitely
is
It
and improvements.
these databases
assess the impact of
scholars in other fields to

on teaching and researcb.

TEACHING
is that
teaching and online searching
concern
abOut
The major
searching nor about
hi* to do literature
not
learn
Students will
commenFs:
field; As one scholar
sources
in
the
the major
trust
college- students a naive
among
many
to
use
it
I detect already
the machine and a_iwillingtessthat a term
efficacy.
of,
in the
educational experiencil
so as to subvert the

The traditional manual search
paper is meant to provide.
yields much valuable knowledge as a byproduct of locating
relevant information*
The best

approach is not

online searches but to inform and

to teach them about literature

searching generally. and specifically
is 'appropriate.

with library-related

about when online searching

components should consider if

learn the need fOr

that they

to a

get access
subject and

variety of

courses for students may be:

regular' reading of

other news sources.** With databases

newspa$ers and

like New-Search Students can

the same

articles on

current news

and the

information given

compare the

analyze and

the students

,For example, one or.the

can wisely use the online capabilities.

benefits of taking political science

assignments

they design

members. when

Faculty

from using

to discourage students

f

points of view expressed.

It is very important to continue to give students an overview
f.the

in political

library resources

overview can be.given by a

Science students this
member

fAtulty

individual

students

Reference

of

as part

lectures in
need to

be

System as

science.

a

research

various courses.

aware that

well

they

as USPSD

For

political

librarian or a

methods course
Whatever the
must

online

use the
for

or

as

method,

Universal

access to

the

scholarly literature.

Advocacy of students- use of online searching is mixed with a

"Computer_ Searching: A Prime:
Sloan,
*Stephen K.
Uninformed SChtilar," Atademe 68(Nov-Dec 1982):14;

for

the

in the
"Developing the _News Habit
Detztier;
**Daniel F.
Political
Teacitirig
Coursei"
Government
Introductory Americ4n
Science 9(Summer 1982):177-184.

real concern
Will not
should

not

be

excluded

searches, and

for online

or $15.00

have $10.00

-Many students

cost arrangement.

about libraries'

pay.

cannot

they

because

they

Perhaps

political science departm'ents need to set aside a sum of money to

to cancel

does not

should work

experimental

some

on

together

but that

Librarians and

an acceptable alternative.

seem to be
members

faculty

of indexes,

paper copies

subscriptions for

fihd

alternate way is

One

subsidize this service.

alternate ways to

try to

Libraries can

online searching;

for student

use

assignmentsinvOlving online searches and determine how effective
and how costly the searches are.
Graduate students,

especially doctoral

students, present

different case than undergraduates.

There is no doubt in my mind

that graduate students doing their

literature reviews should use

online searches in combination with other strategies.

Once students are using the

online searches, faculty members

need to address the problems which

arise when too many citations

o

advised by

faculty

members and librarians about choosing appropriate topics,

neither

retrieved,

are

too broad
sources

Students

narrow.

nor too
will be

will

In

very important.

need to

be

addition, critical
Faculty members

selection of
may want

to

advise students only to use scholarly sources or to use scholarly
sources for the'framework and more popular sources for additional
data.

These issues

literature search.

are the same ones that are

Perhaps computer

important in any

access will

help students

focus on some of these basic principles.

One aspect of online searching will cause as much trouble for

a smaller percntSge of

retrived, individual librarieS will have

Libraries need

the sources cited.

their cooperative

to continue and to strengthen

work and

collection deV616iptheilt

loan arrangements

be

likely to

are

more citations

Since

as faculty.

students

interlibrary

Students and faculty also may have to pay for

the documents sold by the-various vendors.

RESEARCH
Political Scientists seem to be
the

the literature

article on

Smalley s fine

According

behavioralists;

the

and

traditionalists

cat'agorized into two groups:

of political

science

traditionalists will use library resources heavily in traditional
political science

sources, history material and

and make case studies of

They will interpret, describe; explain;

They will

data heaVily.

they

will

Sciences.

use traditional

interested

be

"hypotheses

use data

use statistical
but

literature lap;
the

from

in material

also

They will

themselves produce.

testing

behavioralists will

The

material.

the library

legal sources.*

archives

social

other

and

data

they

The behavioralists will, do their research by

framework

a

within

of

theory

[and

by

focusing] on behavior of individuals."**

The

benefits

of

searching

online

traditional research seems obvious.

material will

be a real benefit.

for

scholars

Better and quicker access to
As with the

databases giving

The Discipline,
Science:
Smalley, "Political
*Topsy
Literature, and the Library" Libri 30(March 1980) 33-52.
**sthalley, p.69.
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the

information on

state bills,

may

benefits

not

be as

preliminary literature

searching'even

around data they generate.

if their

researchers

using

searching more readily

to

do

projects center

Their need to use material from other

disciplines will be greatly facilitated
fact,

to continue

need

will

they ee equally

but

obvious,

These researchers

significant.

created to

For the behavioralists,

open new areas for traditional research.
the

will be

more databases

behavioral

by online searching.
may

methods

In

online

use

computers in other

because they will use

areas of their research.
Both types

benefit from

of researchers will

discussed and demonstrated earlier in this paper.

concepts which allows for more
as

is

the ability

to

keep in

researcher

has constructed

Combination of

specific searching is most useful

An

free-text searching.

do

service to

the advantages

mind is current

important

awareness updates.
search

i successful

and has

relevant citations, the

same search strategy can be

update to the database.

Theupdates usually dire monthly.

Presently online searching is primarily
generally, in the presence of
the scholar work out the
search

strategy

information.

It is

together,

and

the

not ideal to have

The librarian and

librarian

the

'inputs

this intermediary between

Database vendors are developing in
change this

situation.

First,

,

software has

been developed

also

help online,

offers

run in each.'

search statement and, consequently, the

which eventually will
.

found

done by a librarian,

the questioner.

the scholar and the database.
two areas

When a

which makes ,searching easier.
and

it

19

interfaces with

the

It

search

of

Secnndlyi

at least

all

of their files

marketing some

vendors,

of the

two

directly t

The searching is not as sophisticated

preliminary searching

bibliographic

major

the

three of

languages

and BRS,

are

microcomputer users.

as their full systems, but

is quite feasible.

within a relatively short time,

DIALOG

vendors.

One can .predict that

perhaps ten years, most scholars

Will be doing their own online searching.

CONCLUSION
The availability
facilitates

of online

literature

greatly

bibliographic databases

searching

in

science.

political

Researchers can be much more specific in looking for materials on
their subjects as well as
using online
need to

more comprehensive.. The advantages of

access outweigh the disadvantages,

be aware o

limitations.

yet researchers

More importantly;

political
.-

scientists

need

to

plan

for the

appropriate

searching for both themselves and their students.

1.
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use

of

online
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